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I N  the theory of genetic loads little attention has been paid to the effect of link- 
age. This appears mainly due to the fact that linkage becomes important only 

when epistasis is present and the mathematical handling of equilibrium gene 
frequencies when linkage and epistasis obtain is complicated. However, the 
electronic computer has made it possible to investigate the equilibrium gene 
frequencies numerically. Thus, it has been shown by LEWONTIN (1964) and NEI 
( 1964b) that the equilibrium frequencies of heterotic genes under random 
mating is affected profoundly by linkage and epistasis and the genetic load due 
to this type of gene decreases with decreasing recombination value. 

When there is no linkage and epistasis, the genetic load increases under in- 
breeding proportionally with the inbreeding coefficient. Namely, the genetic load 
( L )  under inbreeding can be expressed as (MORTON. CROW and MULLER 1956; 
CROW 1958) 

where f is the inbreeding coefficient, and L, and L, refer to the genetic loads 
manifested under random mating and complete inbreeding respectively. If, how- 
ever, linkage and epistasis are present, this equation no longer holds. The pri- 
mary purpose of this paper is to examine how the above equation is affected by 
the complicating factors of linkage and epistasis. 

Joint inbreeding: It would be helpful for a clear understanding of the problem 
at issue to consider some properties of joint inbreeding. Joint inbreeding is defined 
as the probability of the pairs of alleles at two or more loci in an individual being 
jointly identical by descent. This joint inbreeding has been called the inbreeding 
function by SCHNELL (1961 ) . In  the following we will be concerned only with 
the case of two loci, since the joint inbreeding of more than two loci does not 
appear to be important in practice. 

The inbreeding coefficient for a locus can be obtained by the following well 
known formula (WRIGHT 1922) 

where nl is the number of generations from one parent to a common ancestor 
and n2 from the other parent, fa  being the inbreeding coefficient of the common 
ancestor. The joint inbreeding for two loci ( F )  cannot be expressed by a formula 
as general as the one above, but if the mating type is specified the joint inbreeding 
can be easily obtained (HALDANE 1949). The coefficients of joint inbreeding given 
in Table 1 are those for the consanguineous matings commonly observed in man 

L = L ,  + ( L ,  - L,)f 

f = x ( i / ) n , + % + l  (l  + f A )  

Genetics 51 : 679-(i88 Apnl 1965. 
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TABLE 1 

Coefjicients of inbreeding and joint inbreeding for common types of consanguineous matings 
~ ~~~ 

Mating type Inbreeding (f) Joint inbreeding ( F )  

Isogenization 1 1 

Selfing '/e i /e - rr' 
Full sibs % '/8 ( 2 ~ 4  + 2r'2r2 + r*)  

r' - ( 2 f 4  + 2r'*r2 + 1 2 )  
16 Uncle-niece, aunt-nephew '/8 

r'2 
- ('/e -4 4 Half-sibs '/s 

f 2  

32 
First cousins rb - (2r'4 + 2r'2r* + r*)  

r'3 

64 

r'4 

128 

1% cousins 22 - ( 2 f 4  + 2r'*r* + r2) 

Second cousins k - (2r'4 + 2r'2r* + r*)  

r: recombination value. ( r ' = l  - r ) .  

and experimental organisms. In Table 1, r represents the recombination value 
and r' = 1 - r. Table 1 shows that the coefficients of joint inbreeding are all 
affected by the recombination value except for isogenization. Figure 1 shows the 
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FIGURE 1.-Relation between f and F for the children born to the marriages between uncle 
and niece, first cousins, 1 % cousins, and second cousins. 
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relationship between f and E7 for those pedigrees where relatives are linked by 
two chains, i.e., for uncle-niece, first cousins, 1% cousins, and second cousins. 
It will be seen that if r = 0, F is equal to f ,  but if r # 0, F becomes smaller than 
f ,  the decrease of F depending on the recombination value. Another feature of 
joint inbreeding is that even for those matings which lead to the same amount 
of inbreeding for one locus, the joint inbreeding is not necessarily the same. For 
instance, half sibs and uncle-niece matings both result in an inbreeding coefficient 
of 1/8, but the joint inbreeding coefficient is higher in the former than in the 
latter, as seen from Figure 2. In such common consanguineous matings as half 
first cousins and 1 % cousins, however, the difference does not appear to be very 
large. 

Genotype frequencies under inbreeding: The genotype frequencies in a group 
of inbred individuals with linkage equilibrium have been given by HALDANE 

(1949). However, it has been shown by several authors (e.g. NEI 1964a) that 
linkage equilibrium is rarely attained in a random mating population, if epistasis 
is present. It is, therefore, desirable to extend HALDANE'S formulas to the case of 
linkage disequilibrium. 

Consider two loci each with two alleles A,, A,  and B,, B,, and let P, Q, R, and 
S be the frequencies of gametes A,B,, A1B2, A$,, and A,&, respectively, with 
the linkage disequilibrium of D = PS - QR in a random mating equilibrium 
population. The gene frequencies of A,, A,. B,, and B ,  are then given by 
p l  = P 4- Q, ql = R f S, p 2  = P + R, and q2 = Q + S. It follows that any indi- 
vidual in a generation produces an A,B, gamete with probability P. Another 
individual related to the former with f and F may produce an A,B, gamete in the 
following four ways: ( 1 )  A,  and B1 are derived from one or more common 
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FIGURE 2.-Coefficients of joint inbreeding for half-sib and uncle-niece (aunt-nephew) 
matings. 
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ancestors. The probability of this event is F by definition. ( 2 )  A ,  is derived from 
a common ancestor and B,  from another source. The probability that A,  is so 
derived is f .  In f - F A ,  but not B,  is derived from common ancestors. The proba- 
bility that B ,  is derived from another source is P + R. Therefore the probability 
of A , B ,  gamete being formed in this way is ( P  + R )  (f - F ) .  ( 3 )  B ,  is  derived 
from common ancestors and A,  from another source. The probability is ( P  4- Q )  
(f - F ) .  (4 )  Both A ,  and B,  are derived from another source. The probability 
of this event is P( 1 - 2f + 8') , since the chance of neither A ,  nor B,  being derived 
from common ancestors is 1 - 2f 4- F. 

Hence, the total probability that the offspring of the two related parents should 
be A,A,B,B,  is 

P [ F +  ( 2 P + Q + R ) ( f - F )  f P ( 1  - 2 f + F ) ]  

where + is 1 - 2f + F.  The frequencies of other genotypes can be obtained in the 
same way and become as follows: 

=@PZ+ ( f - l i ) P ( P - S )  +fP 

The frequencies of the genotypes in a population with various types of con- 
sanguineous matings are obtained by replacing +, f, and F by their means 
$,I, and P. 

Population fitness and genetic load: The population fitness or mean fitness of 
genotypes is obtained by multiplying the genotype frequencies by their respective 
fitness values. Thus, if the fitnesses of the nine genotypes are as given in Table 2, 
the population fitness is obtained as follows: 

or 

- 
W = WIZ + (f - F )  [WR - PS(e2* + ell) + QR(etl + el,) I + f w ~  
w = mR -f[mR 4- PS(e2, 4- e,,) - QR(ezl + el*) - mI] 

+ F[PS(e,, + ell) -QR(ezl + eldl 
where 

W R  1 PWA, + QWAb + RWUB + Swab 
w, = PW,, + QW,, + RW,, + SWo, 

and . 
W A B =  PWzz + QWzi RWiz SWii 
W A b  = PWzi + QWm + RWii + SWio 
W a B  = PWiz + QWii + RWw + SWoi 
W a a  = PW,, + QWio + RWoi + SWoo 
e,, = Wzz - W,, - W I Z  + Wll 
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eZ1 = W,, - W,, - W,, + W,, 
el, = W,,  - Wll -- WO, + Wol 
ell W11 - W1, - WO1 + Won 

The constants e's are the same as those of COCKERHAM (1954) and represent the 
epistatic deviations. If these constants are all 0, then there is no epistasis. 

The genetic load is defined as the proportion by which the population fitness 
is decreased in comparison with an optimum genotype (CROW 1958). Thus, if 
the fitnesses of genotypes are expressed relative to the fitness of an optimum 
genotype, the genetic load may be given by 

L = ( l - W R ) +  [ ( l - W I ) - ( l - l T R )  + E ] ~ - E F  
= LE + (L[ - L, + E ) f  - EF 

where E stands for PS(e, ,  + ell) - QR(ezl + el,), which vanishes if there is no 
epistasis (the environmental load is disregarded here). It will be seen that the 
genetic load under inbreeding is dependent both on f and F and no longer linear 
with f only, unless there is no epistasis. In this connection it should be noted that 
L R  and L, vary with the recombination value between the loci concerned, even 
if genotype fitnesses remain the same. In order to have LR and L, for a set of 
genotype fitnesses and a given recombination value, it is necessary to obtain the 
equilibrium values of gene o r  gamete frequencies, and these equilibrium values 
are obtained most easily by the numerical solutions except for special sets of 
fitness values. 

Numerical computations. (1 ) Heterotic models: NEI (196413) and LEWONTIN 
(1 964) have examined the equilibrium gamete frequencies of several heterotic 
models with epistasis, three of which will be considered in this paper for the 
computation of genetic loads. The genotype fitnesses of the three models are 
given in Table 1. The equilibrium gamete frequencies for these models have been 
given in the respective papers, so that LE, LI, and E are easily obtained by the 

TABLE 2 

Fitnesses of the nine genotypes possible for two loci 

T A B L E  3 

Fitnesses of the nine genotypes for heterotic models 

Model A Model B Model f '  
(NEI) (NEE) (T.EWONTIN) 

BIB1 B P 2  B A  B,B, BIB2 B2B, B A  BIB, B A  
A I 4  0.5 0.5 0 0.5 1 0 0.5000 0.5625 0.3750 
44 0.5 1.0 0 1 1 0  0.5000 1.0000 0.4375 
4 ' 4 2  0 0 0  0 0 0  0.3750 0.3125 0.3750 
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TABLE 4 

Genetic laads for heterotic lethals 

(1) Model A 
.5 
.2 
.1 
.05 
.01 

(2) Model B 
.5 
.2 
.1  
.05 
.01 

.4821 
,4609 
,4141 
.3762 
.3421 

,6800 
.6792 
.6757 
.6718 
,6677 

,2721 
.2656 
.%99 
2556 
.2512 

.7158 

.7244 

.7326 

.7396 

.7476 

.2761 

.3436 

.4735 

.5674 

.6467 

,4558 
.4670 
.4778 
,4869 
.4970 

,0782 
.1253 
.2119 
,271 8 
.3211 

1.41 
1.47 
1.63 
1.79 
1.95 

,162 
.272 
.512 
.722 
,939 

,0121 
.0082 
.0051 
.0029 
.WO6 

2.63 
2.73 
2.82 
2.89 
2.98 

.044 
,031 
,020 
.011 
,002 

formulas here developed. The results obtained are set out in Tables 4 and 5 and 
Figure 3.  It is seen from these tables and the figure that the random mating load, 
LE, decreases as the recombination value decreases in all cases. This is a general 
rule when epistasis is present (cf. LEWONTIN 1964 and NEI 1964b). On the other 
hand, the inbreeding load, L,, either decreases or increases with decrease of r, 
depending on the equilibrium value of linkage disequilibrium. When linkage 
disequilibrium is positive, the inbreeding load decreases, whereas this increases 
with negative lhkage disequilibrium. The change in E appears to depend on the 
properties of genotype fitnesses. 

CROW (1958) has shown that the ratio LI/LR for heterotic loci without epistasis 
is equal to or less than the number of alleles maintained in the population. Thus, 
it is of interest to examine how this ratio is affected by linkage and epistasis. 
Inspection of Tables 4 and 5 shows that the value of LI/LR varies with the 

TABLE 5 

Genetic loads for heterotic nonlethal genes (Model C )  

(1) Coupling equilibrium* 
.5 .4090 .6046 .3101 .1145 1.48 ,280 
.2 . m 4  .6OW .3132 ,1173 1.48 ,289 
.I .3717 .5886 ,3748 .I579 1.58 ,425 
.05 .3265 .5780 .46M .2Qw 1.77 .640 
.oo ,2778 .5555 .5w1 .2624 2.00 ,945 

(2) Repulsion equilibrium* 
.05 .3633 .6194 .4314 .I753 1.70 ,483 
.01 ,3215 ,6240 .5255 .e230 1.94 ,694 
.oo .3125 ,6250 .5469 .2344 2.00 .750 

* There are two equilibria for this model (cf. LEWONTIN 1964). 
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FIGURE 3.-Relationship between inbreeding coefficient and genetic load for model A. 

recombination value, but it is always smaller than 2 or 3 unless r = 0. With 
models A and C there occur only two kinds of gametes in the equilibrium popu- 
lation if r = 0, corresponding to the case of a single locus with two alleles, while 
with model B there are three kinds of gametes, corresponding to the case of a 
single locus with three alleles. It appears, therefore, that epistasis and linkage 
cannot make the ratio LI/LR larger than that expected with no epistasis. In 
Tables 2 and 3 the ratio &/LR is also given, and it is seen that the contribution 
of E to the total genetic load is generally small compared with that of Lr. 

MORTON, CROW, and MULLER (1956) proposed the use of the ratio of regression 
coefficient ( B )  of genetic load on inbreeding coefficient to the random mating 
load ( A )  as a criterion of distinguishing between the two models for maintaining 
deleterious genes in the population, namely heterotic model and mutation model. 
In order to know the effect of linkage on this B/A ratio, the genetic load was 
plotted against the inbreeding coefficients for selfing ( f  = 0.5), full-sib mating 
( f  = 0.25), marriages between uncle and niece ( f  = 0.125), first cousins ( f  = 
0.0625) , 1% cousins (f= 0.03125) , and unrelateds ( f  = 0). The result obtained 
for model A is given in Figure 3. It is seen from this figure that the genetic load 
increases almost linearly with increase of inbreeding coefficient, when the re- 
combination value is not large. For independent or near-independent loci, how- 
ever, the relation between f and L becomes curvilinear, which indicates that the 
regression coefficient obtained from data on the individuals with low inbreeding 
coefficients cannot be extrapolated to the case of f = 1 in the strict sense. Never- 
theless, the ratio of the regression constant thus obtained to the random mating 
load ( A  = LR) would be smaller than 2. The same situation was observed also 
for models B and C, though the results are not given here. Thus, the B/A ratio 
is expected not to become large even for heterotic loci with epistasis. 

(2) Mutation models: The equilibrium gamete frequencies of several mutation 
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TABLE 6 

Fitnesses of the nine genotypes for mutation models 

AIAI 1 0.98 0 1 1 0 
A I 4  0.98 0.92 0 1 1 0 
A A  0 0 0 0 0 0 

TABLE 7 

Genetic loads for mutation models 

1 LR L, LI-LR -+- E E LJLR E/LR 

.5 .0000395 ,000975 .OW936 .OOOOOO22 24.68 .0056 

.01 .0000395 .000976 ,000936 .OOOOOO15 24.69 ,0038 

(1) Model D 

(2) Model E (coupling equilibrium) 
.5 .000021 BO647 .0064.6 .0000099 308.1 .47 
.01 .oooo19 ,0061 7 ,00618 .0000298 324.6 1.57 

models with epistasis have been obtained by NEI (unpublished). For two of them 
the genetic load was computed. The models used in this computation are given 
in Table 6. The mutation rate was assumed to be for both models. The values 
of L R ,  L,,E, and other parameters obtained are given in Table 7. This table shows 
that LR and L, are barely affected by the recombination value, the ratio L I / L E  
being almost constant. On the other hand, E is more affected by linkage than Ll, 
but its contribution to the total genetic load is very small compared with that 
of L,. It seems that with mutation models the gene frequencies are so small, that 
the effect of joint inbreeding becomes negligible. 

The ratio Ll/LE is not much different from the value expected with no epistasis. 
For example, the value of L I / L R  for a lethal gene with 2% reduction in fitness of 
heterozygotes is approximately 25, which hardly differs from the value of model 
D. The same is true for model E. Of course, with some other genotype fitnesses, 
possibly for nonlethal genes, the ratio might be appreciably different from that 
expected with no epistasis, but as long as the gene frequencies are small, the ratio 
appears to be higher than the value expected for heterotic loci. 

DISCUSSION 

If epistasis is present, the random mating load for heterotic loci decreases as 
linkage becomes tight as shown in Tables 4 and 5. Thus, linkage has an  effect of 
reducing the genetic load. On the other hand, the inbreeding or hidden load rela- 
tive to the random mating load always increases as the recombination value 
decreases. Thus, the inbreeding effect is larger for closely linked loci than for 
loosely linked ones. 
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MORTON et al. (1956) and CROW (1958) have shown that the ratio L,/L, is a 
convenient criterion for distinguishing between mutational and heterotic models 
with no epistasis. This investigation indicates that this criterion can be used also 
for epistatic loci, though the types of epistasis examined are limited. Of course, 
if epistasis is present, the genetic load is not a function of the inbreeding coeffi- 
cient alone but depends upon both inbreeding and joint inbreeding. Yet the ratio 
of the linear regression coefficient of genetic load on the inbreeeding coefficient 
to the random mating load may still be used as a criterion for distinguishing 
between the two models. 

We have considered only the two-locus case in this paper. In practice, however, 
a large number of genes are considered to be concerned with fitness or its major 
components such as viability or fertility. Thus, it is desirable to extend the theory 
to the multi-locus case. This extension does not seem to be very complicated, but 
as the second order epistasis appears to be negligible (cf. BRIM and COCKERHAM 
1961) and the joint inbreeding of more than two loci is very small except for the 
case of close linkage, the formula developed in. this paper may apply approxi- 
mately even for the case of many loci, simply summing the effects of all pairs of 
loci. 

In some situations the estimation of regression coefficients of genetic load on 
the inbreeding and joint inbreeding coefficients may be wanted. In these cases, 
there arises a difficulty in choosing the recombination value to be used in the 
computation, since recombination value varies with the pair of loci concerned. 
The best way to remove this difficulty would be to use the average recombination 
value introduced by GRIFFING (1960). 

SUMMARY 

The effects of linkage and epistasis on the genetic loads expressed under ran- 
dom mating and inbreeding are examined. It is shown that the genetic load under 
inbreeding is a function of inbreeding and joint inbreeding if epistasis is present. 
Numerical computations have shown that the random mating load decreases as 
linkage becomes tight, while the inbreeding load relative to the random mating 
load increases. It is concluded that the ratio of inbreeding to random mating loads 
can be used as a criterion for distinguishing between the mutational and heterotic 
models of retaining deleterious genes in the population. It is also suggested that 
in order to estimate the regression coefficients of genetic load on inbreeding and 
joint inbreeding coefficients the average recombination value introduced by 
GRIFFING (1960) should be used for obtaining the joint inbreeding. 
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